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Introduction 

Before applying 'Element Therapy' in the treatment of any cancer disease in a human patient's body we 

need to examine and determine the level or percentage of all different kinds of elements of human 

patient's body who is suffering from any cancer disease. At the same time we need to examine and 

determine level or percentage of all different kinds of elements of 'healthy and young' any human's body 

also. We need to balance the level or percentage of elements in a human patient's body who is suffering 

from any cancer disease according to the exact level or percentage of elements of a 'healthy and young' 

human body. If lab report shows us level or percentage of any/some kind(s) of element(s) lower into 

human-patient's body who is suffering from any kind of cancer disease then we need to supply exact 

kind(s) of element(s) with exact amounts into human-patient's body who is suffering from any kind of 

cancer disease , this principle is considered here as principle [1]. If lab report shows us level or 

percentage of any/some kind(s) of element(s) higher into human-patient's body who is suffering from any 
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kind of cancer disease then we need to remove permanently the exact kind(s) of element(s) with exact 

amounts from the human-patient's body who is suffering from any kind of cancer disease, this principle is 

considered here as principle [2]. Some time at the same time lab report may show us level or percentage 

of elements into human-patient's body both lower and higher in such condition in case of lower we need 

to follow principle [1] and in case of higher we need to follow principle [2]. 

 

Literature Review 

 

“Therapy” is related to cure all kinds of diseases of humans and it’s also helpful to revive the dead 

humans. Before applying this therapy we need to examine and determine level or percentage of all 

different kinds of elements of a human-patient's body as lower or higher or at the same time both lower 

and higher. At the same time we need to examine and determine level or percentage of all different kinds 

of elements of a 'healthy and young' human's body also. It’s possible by existing method. We need to 

balance the imbalance of elements into human-patient's body according to exact level or percentage of all 

different kinds of elements of the 'healthy and young' human's body. Principles of Element Therapy : If 

lab report shows us level or percentage of any/some kind(s) of element(s) lower into human-patient's 

body then we need to supply exact kind(s) of lower element(s) with exact amounts into this human-

patient's body , this principle is considered here as principle [1]. If lab report shows level or percentage of 

any/some kind(s) of element(s) higher then we need to remove permanently exact kind(s) of higher 

element(s) with exact amounts from the human-patient's body , this principle is considered here as 

principle [2]. Some time at the same time lab report may show us level or percentage of different 

elements into human-patient's body both lower and higher, in case of lower we need to follow principle 

[1] and in case of higher we need to follow principle [2]. 

Proposed theory which is related to revive the dead humans: We can revive the dead humans by the help 

of 'law of conservation of energy' and 'Element Therapy'. With a view to convert the dead body of 

humans into an alive body of humans we need to add 37° C. heat temperature into dead body of humans. 

This temperature has capability to convert the dead body of humans into the alive bodies of humans. 

After it as soon as we need to connect this alive human-patient's body to artificial life support system. 

Now we need to examine and determine level or percentage of all different kinds of elements of this alive 

human-patient's body according to existing method. At the same time we need to examine and determine 
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level or percentage of all different kinds of elements of a 'healthy and young' any human's body also. 

With a view to develop like a 'healthy and young' human we need to balance level or percentage of all 

different kinds of elements into this alive human-patient's body according to exact level or percentage of 

all different kinds of elements of the 'healthy and young' any human's body. If lab report shows us level 

or percentage of any/some kind(s) of element(s) lower into this alive human-patient's body then we need 

to supply exact kind(s) of lower element(s) with exact amounts into this alive human-patient's body , this 

principle is considered here as principle [1]. If lab report shows us level or percentage of any/some 

kind(s) of element(s) higher into this alive human-patient's body then we need to remove permanently the 

exact kind(s) of higher element(s) with exact amounts from this alive human-patient's body , this 

principle is considered here as principle [2]. Some time at the same time lab report may show us level or 

percentage of elements into this alive human-patient's body both lower and higher in such condition in 

case of lower we need to follow principle [1] and in case of higher we need to follow principle [2]. 

Other more helpful materials: Atoms of all kinds of elements are alive things because the dead things 

cannot create alive things like humans. Breathing and flowing of blood aren't applicable to all kinds of 

alive things for example all atoms of all kinds of elements are alive things but they do not need blood to 

flow and breathing to exist as alive , they can exist as alive things without breathing and flowing of blood 

into their bodies. So that when the law of conservation of energy converts a dead body of human into an 

alive body of human the flowing of blood and breathing may not be occurred without existence of 

activities of breathing and flowing of blood a dead body of a human may be converted into an alive body 

of human. But a dead body of human decomposes an alive body of human doesn't decompose. 

The law of conservation of energy when converts the dead body of human into an alive body of human 

this conversion may make active the flowing of blood and breathing activities into body of this alive 

human. If it would be happen then there is no any problem to develop this alive human as a healthy 

human like other healthy people of human society by the application of my hypothesis "Element 

Therapy". When the law of conservation of energy converts the dead body of human into an alive body of 

human the flowing of blood and breathing activities may not be occurred, without existence of activities 

of breathing and flowing of blood, a dead body of human may be converted into an alive body of human. 

We can understand that it is an alive body of human by its nature because it doesn't decompose like a 

dead body of human. In such case we can try "Acupuncture" treatment with a view to make active the 

flowing of blood and breathing activities into this alive human body. After it we need to apply my 
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hypothesis "Element Therapy" to develop this alive human body as a healthy human like other healthy 

people of human society. 

When the law of conservation of energy converts a dead body of human into an alive body of human, the 

dead body of human may be converted into an alive body of human without flowing of blood and 

breathing activities. I think that there must be existence of blood into this alive human body in blockage 

(stoppage) condition. We can apply as alternative if Acupuncture treatment doesn't work at that time we 

need to try to start the blockage (stoppage) condition's blood circulation into this alive human body by 

the help of an artificial machine. If blood circulation happens into this alive human body then after it we 

need to apply my hypothesis "Element Therapy" as next treatment with a view to develop this alive 

human-patient as a healthy human like other healthy people of human society. 

Different kinds of diseases which are related to aging of humans as a whole we know as AGING 

and it makes humans old. Is/are AGING or different kinds of diseases which are related to aging 

of humans is/are curable? Yes, aging or different kinds of diseases which are related to aging of 

humans is/are curable. By what method we can cure aging? We can cure aging by the application 

of 'Element Therapy'. Application of 'Element Therapy' in treatment of aging: We can return back 

the old humans into the young humans. For it we need to balance level of different elements into 

bodies of the old humans according to exact level of elements of 'healthy and young' any human's 

body. We again can keep the young state of any human for a long period of time and again we 

need to balance level of elements after a long period of time into bodies of the humans according 

to previous record of level of elements of the 'healthy and young' any human's body. Thus we can 

protect the humans from becoming old.  

Fulfilment of shortage organs or shortage parts of humans' bodies: New hands, new feet, new 

eyes, new tongue, etc. etc. can be fulfilled again and again naturally into human-patients' bodies 

in the place of shortage organs or shortage parts of humans' bodies by the application of 'Element 

Therapy'. How? For it we need to examine and determine level of all different kinds of elements 

of human-patients' bodies and at the same time we need to examine and determine level of all 

different kinds of elements of a 'healthy and young' any human's body. Now we need to balance 

level of all different kinds of elements into human-patients' bodies according to exact level of 

different kinds of elements of 'healthy and young' human's body. As soon as the acts of creation of 

the shortage organs or shortage parts of human-patients' bodies as examples new hands, new feet , 

new eyes , new tongue , etc. etc. begin. During this creation's time we need to check level of 
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elements of human-patients' bodies time to time. If we find here imbalance then as soon as we 

need to balance that imbalance according to previous record of level or percentage of different 

elements of the 'healthy and young' any human's body. Thus we can create by the application of 

'Element Therapy' the shortage organs or shortage parts of human-patients' bodies. All those 

organs may take different period of time to complete their creations. So we need to check level or 

percentage of different elements of human-patients' bodies time to time if we find imbalance then 

as soon as we need to balance according to previous record of level or percentage of different 

elements of the 'healthy and young' any human's body. 

 

Evaluation and Suggestions 

At first before applying this therapy into any human-patient's body we need to test it into mice's 

bodies. Before applying this therapy into mice's bodies we need to examine and determine level or 

percentage of all different kinds of elements of a mouse-patient's body. At the same time we need to 

examine and determine level or percentage of all different kinds of elements of the 'healthy and young' 

any mouse's body also. We need to balance level or percentage of elements into mouse-patient's body 

according to exact level or percentage of elements of the 'healthy and young' mouse's body. Suppose 

we have found 4% lower level or percentage of Carbon into mouse-patient's body. Now we need to 

balance the 4% lower level or percentage of Carbon into mouse-patient's body. What exact amounts of 

Carbon do we need to balance the 4% lower level or percentage of Carbon into mouse-patient's body? 

2nd time's testing can show us about what amounts of Carbon need to balance the 4% lower level or 

percentage of Carbon into mouse-patient's body. We can supply into mouse-patient's body first time 

less amounts than 4% of Carbon or we can supply into mouse-patient's body first time equal amounts 

of 4% Carbon from our store. We have supplied first time suppose 2g Carbon from our store into 

mouse-patient's body , 2nd time's testing has showed us that this 2g Carbon becomes capable to 

balance 2% lower level or percentage of Carbon into this mouse-patient's body. We have become 

capable to know that 1g Carbon has capability to balance 1% lower level or percentage of Carbon into 

mouse-patient's body. Suppose we have found 12% higher level or percentage of Oxygen into mouse-

patient's body. Now we need to balance 12% higher level or percentage of Oxygen into this mouse-

patient's body. For it we need to disconnect some cells (by surgery) from this mouse-patient's body. 
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And we need to measure different percentage of all different kinds of elements of those disconnected 

cells. Suppose into those 100g's disconnected cells we have found 24% Nitrogen, 26% Iron, 23% 

Carbon, 12% Oxygen and 15% Hydrogen. Now we need to convert 24% Nitrogen, 26% Iron, 23% 

Carbon, 12% Oxygen and 15% Hydrogen into weight. Atomic mass and atomic weight are equal to 

24% Nitrogen = 24g Nitrogen, 26% Iron=26g Iron, 23% Carbon= 23g Carbon, 12% Oxygen=12g 

Oxygen and 15% Hydrogen=15g Hydrogen. Now we need to supply from our store 24g Nitrogen, 26g 

Iron, 23g Carbon and 15g Hydrogen into this mouse-patient's body. Again we have supplied for 

testing 6g Oxygen from our store into this mouse-patient's body.2nd time's testing has showed us that 

there is now 6% higher level of Oxygen into mouse-patient's body. We have found that 1g Oxygen has 

capability to balance 1% higher level of Oxygen into mouse-patient's body. By the help of this 

knowledge we can balance in the first time imbalance level of elements into human-patients' bodies. 

The disconnected cells (by surgery) of mouse-patient's body or human-patient's body only help us like 

this 1. It helps us to know different percentage of different kinds of elements by which elements the 

disconnected cells are made up of. 2. It helps us by providing weight of the disconnected cells, this 

weight is most important to determine different percentage of all different kinds of elements of 

disconnected cells. 3. It helps us to remove permanently higher level or percentage of any/some 

kind(s) of element(s) from human-patient's body or mouse-patient's body. 

What amounts of cells (in grams) do we need to disconnect (by surgery) from human-patient's body to 

balance 12% higher level or percentage of any/some kind(s) of element(s) into human-patient's body ? 

We get its scientific information’s from testing of 'Element Therapy' into mice's bodies. After 

successful this testing into mice's bodies only then we needs to apply it into any human's body. 

We can supply into mouse-patient's body or human-patient's body all kinds of gaseous elements each 

kind as liquid as injection and other all different kinds of elements except all different kinds of 

gaseous elements each kind as powder as injection as well as here we can mix water (water which is 

used for injection) because water never affects level or percentage of elements of mouse-patient's 

body and human-patient's body. 
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